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Rhetorical Strategies in Legal Language 1997 essay from the year 2010 in the subject rhetoric elocution
oratory grade undergraduate 300 level the university of north carolina at wilmington course rhetorical
theory since 1900 language english abstract in his 1969 academic thesis entitled the rhetorical situation
professor lloyd f bitzer examines the role that context plays in crafting effective discourse this essay
is an analysis of that thesis bitzer states that the rhetorical situation determines which rhetorical
devices to use the type of diction that is appropriate and the complexity of the discourse he discusses
the relationship between language and argument language plays a primitive role one that links human
activity to the message the essay ends by differentiating between rhetoric and the craft of persuasion
Rhetorical Analysis: Lloyd F. Bitzer’s The Rhetorical Situation 2013-02-07 students of the gospel of mark
have been convinced for some time that it is carefully structured so as to communicate the message its
author intended and a number of proposals have been advanced as to the nature of this structure this book
examines the major rhetorical strategies employed in the narrative in the hope of developing a suggestion
that will gain wide acceptance and shed additional light on the message of this gospel the study focuses
on three rhetorical devices chiasmus orality and midrash
Narrative Structure and Message in Mark 2003 help students shine on the written portion of any
standardized test by teaching the skills they need to craft powerful compelling arguments using
rhetorical devices students will learn to accurately identify and evaluate the effectiveness of
rhetorical devices in not only famous speeches advertisements political campaigns and literature but also
in the blog newspaper and magazine entries they read in their daily lives students will then improve
their own writing strategy style and organization by correctly and skillfully using the devices they have
learned each device is illustrated with clear real life examples to promote proper usage and followed up
with meaningful exercises to maximize understanding pointers are provided throughout this book to help
your students develop a unique writing style and cumulative exercises will help students retain what they
have learned
Rhetorical Devices 2011 this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its
age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe
this work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting
preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are true
to the original work
Handbook of Rhetorical Analysis: Studies in Style and Invention, Designed to Accompany the Author's
Practical Elements of Rhetoric (1895) 2008-06-01 seminar paper from the year 2011 in the subject
didactics for the subject english literature works grade sehr gut university of graz institut für
anglistik course linguistics proseminar textlinguistics language english abstract the analysis focuses on
the written script of loving your enemies by martin luther king and examines the validity of the personal
hypothesis that rhetorical devices have a significant influence on cohesion and coherence in king s
speech and that the latter textual notions cohesion and coherence can lead to an emotional and positive
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response by the audience due to the great length of loving your enemies the paper includes some charts to
support a more compact and focused analysis
The Influence of Rhetorical Strategies and Devices on Cohesion and Coherence in Loving Your Enemies
2013-07-22 by studying the diction of romeo and juliet robert o evans examines this the most rhetorical
of shakespeare s plays in terms of an aristotelian critical category which has been neglected in modern
times inherent in his methodology is the assumption that romeo and juliet is best regarded as drama not
as pure poetry though essentially it is the rhetorical brilliance of the poetry that is considered evans
begins with an analysis of the important speeches of romeo and juliet and defines the controlling devices
shakespeare wove into them especially oxymoron he then follows with a discussion of the role of friar
laurence whom the author finds is a catalyst between the warring houses and between the lovers and the
outer world of verona evans concludes with an examination of mercutio s famous queen mab speech which he
points out has an integral relationship to the structure of the tragedy as a whole an analysis of the
rhetorical devices of the play evans believes demonstrates the thesis that the tragic effect of romeo and
juliet is one of fulfillment with the tragedy arising from the character of the protagonists rather than
from circumstance
The Osier Cage 2021-11-21 seminar paper from the year 2009 in the subject didactics for the subject
english literature works grade 1 7 johannes gutenberg university mainz course proseminar language english
abstract theodore dreiser published his first novel sister carrie in 1900 his most famous work an
american tragedy was printed in 1925 reading criticism on theodore dreiser s novels one can get the
impression that dreiser s style is atrocious and chaotic it is questionable whether he ever wrote a
single sentence capable of giving pleasure to itself qtd in allen 81 stoll quotes critics that maintain
that theodore dreiser was never able to obtain a technique of narrative writing they argue that his
writings are poor or that he writes without structure and that his style influences his novels quality in
a bad way cf stoll 4 12 dreiser s writing inevitably suffered from his poor taste inadequate attention to
the niceties of diction and an ear insufficiently attuned to style and tone qtd in flanagan 289 however
these critics are not completely true the following paper will show that dreiser s writing is not
entirely bad and that his diction was not completely arbitrary therefore the novels sister carrie and an
american tragedy will be analyzed with respect to imagery symbolism and some rhetorical devices
Imagery, Symbolism, and Rhetorical Devices in "Sister Carrie" and "An American Tragedy" by Theodore
Dreiser 2009-06-09 1918�� ����������� ��� �� �������� ���������������������� �������������� �������� ����
���� ������������������������������������������� ������������������������ ���������������� ������������
西部戦線異状なし 2007-01-25 the chapters are organized around the poetic devices including kakekotoba
makurakotoba joshi and utamakura the analysis uses a new kind of descriptive model which defines and
classifies these rhetorical devices as structural elements in the poetry
Rhetorical Devices of the Kokinshū 1997 this study offers a neo aristotelian and visual rhetoric analysis
of two purposively selected volumes of the people s liberation army of namibia plan s revolutionary
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magazine the combatant the aim of the study was to examine how the magazine employed rhetoric devices in
its advocacy for exposing the evil tactics of the apartheid regime in namibia the study thus investigated
how the magazine employed the three canons of rhetoric invention arrangement and style as well as visual
patterns to convey its intended communicative and rhetorical potential moreover the study sought to find
out the extent at which the combatant incorporated other rhetoric al devices in its quest to function as
a tool that exposes colonialism couched within the theoretical foundations of neo aristotelian rhetorical
theory and visual rhetorical analysis the study examined the rhetorical and communicative potentials of
the magazine in the context of the namibian liberations war the study adopted a qualitative research
approach which was explorative in nature and also utilising content analysis in analysing the collected
data which was purposively sampled the major findings of the study revealed that the magazine integrated
invention arrangement and style in assembling the magazine which confirms that the combatant was an
intentional and intelligent rhetorician the findings of the study further revealed that the combatant
used visual images as means of persuasion and poems were incorporated as rhetorical devices the study
concludes that the faculty of rhetoric is of utmost importance in political discourse and it is a skill
every politian must possess in order to persuade and impose ideologies on an intended audience
A Neo-aristotelian and Visual Rhetorical Analysis of SWAPO’s People’s Liberation Army of Namibia’s the
Combatant 2022 laura wilder fills a gap in the scholarship on writing in the disciplines and writing
across the curriculum with this thorough study of the intersections between scholarly literary criticism
and undergraduate writing in introductory literature courses rhetorical strategies and genre conventions
in literary studies is the first examination of rhetorical practice in the research and teaching of
literary study and a detailed assessment of the ethics and efficacy of explicit instruction in the
rhetorical strategies and genre conventions of the discipline using rhetorical analysis ethnographic
observation and individual interviews wilder demonstrates how rhetorical conventions play a central
although largely tacit role in the teaching of literature and the evaluation of student writing wilder
follows a group of literature majors and details their experiences some students received experimental
explicit instruction in the special topoi while others received more traditional implicit instruction
arguing explicit instruction in disciplinary conventions has the potential to help underprepared students
wilder explores how this kind of instruction may be incorporated into literature courses without being
overly reductive taking into consideration student perspectives wilder makes a bold case for expanding
the focus of research in writing in the disciplines and writing across the curriculum in order to grasp
the full complexity of disciplinary discourse
Rhetorical Strategies and Genre Conventions in Literary Studies 2012-05-31 seminar paper from the year
2008 in the subject american studies literature grade 1 7 rwth aachen university course american non
fiction language english abstract the eighty five essays today commonly referred to as the federalist
papers were written in 1787 and 1788 in order to help in securing the ratification of the proposed united
states constitution in the state of new york although the essays were all signed publius they were
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written by three men of different background and to some extent different political ideas john jay
alexander hamilton and james madison have contributed to the papers in different quantity due to an
illness jay has contributed only five articles hamilton s and madison s contributions are not always easy
to separate but most scholars ascribe twenty nine articles to madison and fifty one to hamilton the
authorship of essays 18 20 49 58 and 62 63 was the subject of heated historical controversy for more than
a century and a half because both hamilton and madison allegedly claimed authorship of these essays the
object of this paper is to analyze the rhetorical approach of madison and hamilton in selected papers
also an attempt will be made to determine if and to what extent their rhetorical style and political
ideas are distinguishable even under the joint guise of publius the analysis will be undertaken on the
examples of four selected papers no 10 54 84 and 85 which were chosen as representatives of the
respective author s style since a detailed analysis of all 85 papers would be to extensive for a term
paper contributions by john jay are deliberately left out since they consist of only 5 papers which are
arguably among the less important ones federalist no 10 was chosen as the most famous of madison s
contributions due to its prominence within the scholarly debate and the prevailing significance of the
problem discussed in the essay the dangers or factions within a republic system no 54 was chosen as an
example of disputed authorship and due to its treatment of the complex problem of slavery in regard to
the number of representatives of southern states a special interest lies in the author s approach to
distinguish the slaves status of being people and property at the same time no 84 was chosen due to
hamilton s interesting rhetorical treatment of and political stance on the bill of rights no 85 was
chosen because of its importance as a conclusion to the complete work and arguments of the whole body of
texts
The Rhetorical Approach in the Federalist Papers No.10, No.54, No.84 and 2009-04-24 this book
demonstrates how the author of the song of songs employed certain literary devices for a specific
rhetorical purpose to convey certain therological truths these are the author s use of first person
personal pronouns rhetorical questions and the various characters that inhabit its pages
The Rhetorical Role of Scripture in 1 Corinthians 2005 making sense of messages now in its second edition
retains the apprenticeship approach which facilitates effectively learning the complex content and skills
of rhetorical theory and criticism a new chapter on the rhetoric of ignorance provides needed theory and
examples that help students deal with the new rhetorical landscape marked by such discursive complexities
as fake news whataboutism and denial of science that creates rather than reduces uncertainty in public
argument a new chapter curating and analyzing multimodal mediated rhetoric deals with problems of media
criticism in the digital age it provides theory models of application and commentary that help novice
critics understand and mindfully practice criticism that leads to insight not mere opinion throughout the
book extended and updated examples and commentaries are designed to promote novice to expert agency in
students this textbook is ideal for introductory courses in contemporary rhetoric rhetorical criticism
and critical analysis of mass media
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Contributions of Selected Rhetorical Devices to a Biblical Theology of The Song of Songs 2011-03-07
galatians is a polemical letter which contains a substantial amount of argumentative passages paul
evidently wanted to persuade by using the best arguments possible to convince his addressees using a
state of the art method from the discipline of argumentation analysis paul s argumentation can be
analysed with a precision that standard exegetical methods cannot provide the pragma dialectical method
developed in amsterdam facilitates an analysis which is both descriptive and normative on the one hand
paul s argumentation can be described such as the relationship between premisses and conclusions the
structure of the arguments and features relating to rhetorical strategy on the other hand the method
makes it possible to evaluate paul s argumentation against a set of rules for sound reasoning fallacies
and problematic arguments can be described accurately the spiritual nature of paul s matters do not
relieve him of rationality and paul himself does not argue as if it did paul s argumentation is found
problematic in several respects there is a tension in the text paul works a great deal to argue his
claims while at the same time giving the impression that he merely wants to declare his standpoints and
does not want to carry out an argumentation at all many of the conclusions are presented as self evident
even when they are not paul s style is far from an ideal model of the resolution of a dispute paul relies
heavily on an argumentative strategy with maximal use of rhetorical devices the analysis shows that a
contemporary method of argumentation analysis provides tools necessary to adequately describe and
understand both individual arguments and the overarching strategy of the argumentation in a pauline text
Making Sense of Messages 2019-11-13 comprising some 4000 terms defined and illustrated gradus calls upon
the resources of linguistics poetics semiotics socio criticism rhetoric pragmatics combining them in ways
which enable readers quickly to comprehend the codes and conventions which together make up literarity
Paul's Argumentation in Galatians 2007-07-26 educational policy is often dismissed as simply rhetoric and
a collection of half truths however this is to underestimate the power of rhetoric and the ways in which
rhetorical strategies are integral to persuasive acts through a series of illustrative chapters this book
argues that rather than something to be dismissed rhetorical analysis offers a rich and deep arena in
which to explore and examine educational issues and practices it adopts an original stance in relation to
contemporary debates and will make a significant contribution to educational debates in elucidating and
illustrating the pervasiveness of persuasive strategies in educational practices rhetoric and educational
discourse is a useful resource for postgraduate and research students in education and applied
linguistics the book will also be of interest to academics and researchers in these fields of study and
those interested in discursive approaches to research and scholarship
A Dictionary of Literary Devices 1991-01-01 cicero s accretive style is a book about the nature of the
ciceronian exordium and its rhetorical structure and function through a sentence by sentence stylistic
analysis of the exordia of a selection of cicero s judicial speeches this book explores how cicero uses a
variety of rhetorical strategies to fulfill the aims of the exordium as he himself defined them the
speeches selected for study include the pro quinctio pro roscio amerino and pro rege deiotaro and cover
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the span of cicero s career the focus of the analysis is on cicero s accretive style not a rhetorical
device in the formal sense but a conscious stylistic effort whose effect is rhetorical because cicero
also wrote important treatises on oratory and rhetoric this book measures how closely cicero followed his
own guidelines laid down for the exordium and how and under what circumstances he deviated or departed
from them
Rhetoric and Educational Discourse 2013-02-01 in today s multicultural and multireligious societies
humour and comedy often become the focus of controversy over alleged racist or offensive content as shown
for instance by the intense debate of sacha baron cohen s characters ali g and borat and the prophet
muhammad cartoons published in the danish newspaper jyllands posten despite these intense debates
commentary on humour in the academy lacks a clear way of connecting the serious and the humorous and a
clear way of accounting for the serious impact of comic language the absence of a developed serious
vocabulary with which to judge the humorous tends to encourage polarized debates which fail to account
for the paradoxes of humour this book draws on the social theory of zygmunt baumann to examine the
linguistic structure of humour arguing that as a form of language similar to metaphor it is both unstable
and unpredictable and structurally prone to act rhetorically that is to be convincing deconstructing the
dominant form of racism aimed at black people in the us and that aimed at asians in the uk the rhetoric
of racist humour shows how racist humour expresses and supports racial stereotypes in the us and uk while
also exploring the forms of resistance presented by the humour of black and asian comedians to such
stereotypes an engaging exploration of modern late modern and fluid or postmodern forms of humour this
book will be of interest to sociologists and scholars of cultural and media studies as well as those
working in the fields of race and ethnicity humour and cultural theory
Cicero's Accretive Style 1996 literary data is supposed to reflect real life situations and is at the
same time written in a style of writing that is considered as highly elevated such reasons have prompted
the contributors to this book to deal with this type of data such attempts range from semantics to
stylistics and pragmatics this book introduces linguistic analyses of literary data from different points
of view this involves dealing with various linguistic topics and different types of literary data hence
many models are presented to analyze the linguistic aspects of those topics in the light of the genre in
which those topics are undertaken accordingly different results are yielded from those analyses and this
makes each type of analysis distinct from the other ones it is hoped that this work will be a useful
source to all those whether theoretically practically or both interested in linguistics pragmatics of
literature applied linguistics and literary stylistics
Textual Analysis 2011 prof sanchez escobar s study reflects careful collection and analysis of linguistic
data in the most scientifically accurate details although the data itself is most interesting his
conclusions really constitute his major contribution to the academic and pedagogical communities they
explain why spanish speakers learning english have such a difficult time learning the english structure
for essays thesis supporting points conclusion and why english speakers learning spanish seem to write
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compositions that are blunt inelegant and devoid of the verbal virtuosity so prized by spanish speakers
dr frieda h blackwell baylor university waco texas
The Rhetoric of Racist Humour 2016-02-24 tiivistelmä puoli vuosisataa metsäteollisuuden retoriikkaa
vakuuttamisen strategiat myyntiargumentaatiossa
Linguistic Analysis of Literary Data 2017-04 this analysis of political speeches and televised political
interviews in the uk based on the annual party conferences 1996 2000 and the last five general elections
1983 2001 evaluates the interview skills of politicians and political interviewers investigates how and
why politicians equivocate and handle interruptions and examines the nature of applause both invited and
uninvited in political speeches
A Contrastive Analysis of Rhetorical Patterns in English and Spanish Expository Journal Writing
2012-10-03 this book explores the structure and use of academic and professional discourse through the
lens of corpus linguistics the goal of this book is to show how insights from corpus linguistic analyses
can help us better understand how we use academic and professional language and help us find ways to
better train newcomers to the genres used in various professional contexts the contributions to this book
show that specialized corpora of specific genres from a variety of fields allow us to make more relevant
observations about the function and use of language for particular purposes the specialized corpora
examined include written and spoken academic genres written and spoken business and legal genres and
written philanthropic genres the book showcases a variety of approaches to analyzing the discourse of
specialized corpora and each chapter concludes with a reflection on the practical and pedagogical
implications of the analysis
Half a Century of Forest Industry Rhetoric 2009 cartoons as a form of humour and entertainment are a
social product which are revealing of different social and political practices that prevail in a society
humourised and satirised by the cartoonist this book advances research on cartoons and humour in the
saudi context it contributes to the growing multimodal research on non interactional humour in the media
that benefits from traditional theories of verbal humour the study analyses the interaction between
visual and verbal modes highlighting the multimodal manifestations of the rhetorical devices frequently
employed to create humour in english language cartoons collected from the saudi media the multimodal
analysis shows that the frequent rhetorical devices such as allusions parody metaphor metonymy
juxtaposition and exaggeration take a form which is woven between the visual and verbal modes and which
makes the production of humorous and satirical effect more unique and interesting the analysis of the
cartoons across various thematic categories further offers a window into contemporary saudi society
The Microanalysis of Political Communication 2003-12-08 seminar paper from the year 2009 in the subject
rhetoric elocution oratory grade 1 3 the university of north carolina at chapel hill course allgemeine
rhetorik language english abstract abraham lincoln s gettysburg address has played a powerful role in
shaping american public discourse over the centuries it has become one of the central documents in the
evolution of american civil religion imbued with religious and biblical language and imagery backed by
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the ethos of its orator its rhetoric sanctifies the founding documents and itself becomes part of the
canon of holy writ of american civil religion this is all the more remarkable considering the fact that
lincoln was originally only supposed to deliver a few appropriate remarks at the dedication of the
gettysburg battlefield as a cemetery for the fallen soldiers the main speaker edward everett had already
given a long speech when lincoln s turn came the situation which thus presented itself to the orator
posed a considerable challenge as the audience was already weary it is therefore all the more fascinating
to see how lincoln succeeded in his short dense speech which did not even give the photographer
sufficient time to take his picture in molding american identity by fusing organic union with
transcendent purpose by utilizing the religious symbolism of the christian tradition white 97 this paper
will examine how the gettysburg address came to be one of the central documents of american civil
religion which had a significant influence on all future public discourse first it will provide a brief
discussion of abraham lincoln as an orator this aspect is important insofar as it is necessary to
determine what role his personal ethos played in the gettysburg address the main part will offer a close
reading of the gettysburg address focusing on an in depth analysis of the rhetorical strategies and
stylistic devices lincoln employs this part is concerned especially with the question of how these
strategies contribute to the enduring significance of the gettysburg address as a central document of
american civil religion
二十日鼠と人間 1953 organizational rhetoric introduces students to a rhetorical approach to understanding
analyzing and creating organizational messages for both internal employees and external customers this
textbook provides students a theoretically grounded understanding of the basic building blocks of
organizational rhetoric the types of rhetorical situations faced by organizational communicators and the
specific strategies used to address six common organizational rhetorical situations such as image
management students will gain an understanding of the power of organizations in contemporary society and
be able to think critically about organizational messages the text is organized in two units in the first
unit authors mary hoffman and debra ford introduce the rationale for a rhetorical approach to
organizational messages and introduce the basic rhetorical building blocks and principles behind the
rhetorical situation and the analysis of strategies in the second unit the authors cover six specific
rhetorical situations commonly faced by organizations image and identity management issue management
impression management risk management crisis management and organizational apologia and internal message
management each chapter is structured similarly in conjunction with the ideas developed in unit one and
each ends with a case study that exemplifies the content presented in that chapter features and benefits
the first unit in the text will introduce the details of analyzing situations and identifying strategies
the second unit will examine six specific recurring rhetorical situations for organizations
organizational schema centered on situations and strategies use of real life case studies focus on
careers in organizational rhetoric focus on thinking critically about organizations in society
Discourse in the Professions 2004-01-01 enhance your understanding of literary devices with mcq mastery a
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comprehensive guide to literary devices tailored for students and literature enthusiasts this mcq book
offers a structured approach to mastering the nuances of language download now to test your knowledge on
metaphors similes allegories and more through a series of thought provoking multiple choice questions
elevate your literary analysis skills gain insights into the artful use of language and reinforce your
understanding of rhetorical techniques whether you re preparing for exams or simply deepening your
appreciation for literature this essential mcq resource is your key to mastering the intricacies of
literary expression download today and embark on a journey to mcq mastery
The Multimodal Rhetoric of Humour in Saudi Media Cartoons 2021-02-22 financial disclosure has become a
crucial component of corporate communication through this process companies aim to provide information
and project an image of trustworthiness in response to on going ethical concerns in the world of finance
rhetoric in financial discourse provides new insights into how companies communicate with key
stakeholders not only to boost transparency but also to attract investment the book offers an in depth
linguistic analysis of the rhetorical dimension of financial communication it focuses on two technology
mediated genres which are widely used yet remain largely unexplored from a rhetorical perspective
earnings presentations and earnings releases using an innovative methodological approach the book shows
how corporate speakers and writers use distinctive rhetorical strategies to achieve their professional
goals it includes a practical discussion of how the findings can be exploited to develop state of the art
corporate communication courses and to improve the effectiveness of financial disclosure in professional
settings the book contributes to an enhanced understanding of the language of finance representing a
discourse community that involves and impacts the lives of many people around the world it will be of
interest to several communities of practice including language researchers discourse analysts corpus
linguists finance and communication academics students of business and finance and professionals of
financial communication belinda crawford camiciottoli is associate professor of english language and
linguistics at the university of pisa her research focuses on business discourse in both academic and
corporate settings she has published in leading journals including discourse communication business
communication quarterly and english for specific purposes she is the author of the language of business
studies lectures 2007 she has taught business and organizational communication courses for universities
based in italy the us and the uae
Abraham Lincoln’s "Gettysburg Address": The Rhetoric of American Civil Religion 2011-06-03 this book
examines the concept of persuasion in written texts for specialist audiences in the english and czech
languages by exploring a corpus of academic research articles corporate reports religious sermons and
user manuals the authors aim to reveal similarities and differences in rhetorical strategies across
cultures and genres they draw on biber and conrad s 2009 model for contextualising interaction in
specialised discourses bell s 1997 framework for the analysis of participants roles swales 1990 genre
analysis approach for considering genre constraints and hyland s 2005 metadiscourse model for
investigating writer reader interaction the result is a book which will appeal to researchers and
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students in discourse studies especially those with an interest in genre and rhetorical strategies
Grown-up Narrator and Childlike Hero 1971 an adaptation of social research methods by alan bryman this
volume provides a comprehensive introduction to the area of business research methods it gives students
an assessment of the contexts within which different methods may be used and how they should be
implemented
The Development of Shakespeare's Rhetoric 2009 legitimization of mormon feminist rhetors studies how
marginalized groups use rhetorical strategies to craft legitimacy for themselves kinney uses archival
research to parse the rhetorical devices employed by mormon feminist women the author assumes a pan
historical methodology by examining four unique examples of notable mormon feminist rhetors that stretch
across the 191 year history of this religion emmeline b wells 1828 1921 fawn brodie 1915 1981 sonia
johnson 1936 present and kate kelly 1980 present backed by intensive analysis the author finds that
mormon feminist women take up the ancient rhetorical canons as a heuristic to cultivate a position of
authority for themselves wells employs arrangement patterns brodie engages with memory johnson draws upon
invention practices and kelly applies delivery strategies scholars and students of communication rhetoric
religion and women s studies will find this book particularly interesting
Organizational Rhetoric 2010 the art of the sentence is a clear and concise introduction into many of the
most important concepts in rhetoric using classic and modern examples of rhetoric the book reviews over
120 rhetorical devices and techniques and explains when and how they are used in writing if you want to
gain insight into rhetoric and be a better writer this is an excellent resource to own
LITERARY DEVICES 2024-01-24
Post-communication 1966
Rhetoric in financial discourse 2013-11-10
Persuasion in Specialised Discourses 2020-12-10
Business Research Methods 2007
Legitimization of Mormon Feminist Rhetors 2021-11-10
The Art of the Sentence 2019-11-14
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